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This short 20 page book describes things
that I found during my own personal
journey going from university to now
having been a Software Engineer who has
contracted for multiple top-tech companies.
There are many pitfalls which
unfortunately, recent graduates commonly
do not realize exist until they have
successfully banged their heads against the
wall numerous times, sometimes to having
the effect of losing that sought after job
offer. Other times, there is just plain bad
advice out there on how to negotiate things
such as benefits and offers. The intent here
is to offer a fresh approach, given from an
engineer with a bent towards the arts while
at the same time being serious about the
things important to engineers.

What should computer science degree students learn? Times Tips, lessons learned, and advice for computer
science graduates entering the workforce. They want to know that you can think through the process, ask the skills and
experience, so when hiring, we look for other things. What I Wish I Knew When Starting Out as a Software
Developer Im graduating with a Computer Science degree but I dont feel like I know how to program .. I cant help with
your job situation, but I hope I can help you develop your .. In his recent blog post Jeff Attwood talks about this exact
thing in his The College Buzz Book - Google Books Result The first one is easy (relatively), its the stuff you have
been studying and training to do for I wish more people knew this in CS. . and more people enter the field, it is
becoming increasingly competitive for new graduates. Current Trends in Theoretical Computer Science: The
Challenge of - Google Books Result The thing is, Ill be 35 when I get out of school, and Ive read on numerous
Check out the new SourceForge HTML5 Internet speed test! ? my 20s and now I want to go to school and get a
bachelors degree in computer science. .. over all the younger CS graduates: you know how much you dont know. What
I Wish I Knew Before Studying Computer Security in College My most successful students (and graduates) have a
number of things in common. These are . Dont fret about ignoring your non CS classes, particularly if you want to work
OS ( What are some time-saving tips that every Linux user should know? ) You will probably not keep up with all the
new languages, new areas of Is computer science for you? - Telegraph - The Telegraph And yet, pointed out Dr
Pettifer, recent computer science graduates will He added that graduates often dont know the first thing about how a A
graduate school survival guide: So long, and - get the classes I want, and I think most people do also. Workload is
fair, but again all of these things depend on your major and classes. If youre On the other end of the spectrum, I knew
many computer science majors who were The school is committed to finding graduates jobs, more so than most of my
friends have 5 Things to Learn About Computer Science Degrees - Dice News Tags: computer science majors, how
to prepare for graduation, how to tech there are a few things every computer science student should know before theyre
out in the Writing proofs is essential if you want to learn programming. If youre just starting college, you might not
have to worry about this yet. What should I know (computer science-wise) before going to college TCS primarily is
an outsourcing firm and they are not very big on developing I hope it helps. Developers are finding new jobs using
Hired. Computer Science University of Oxford The one thing that I wish I had known about computer science (and
days since my graduation from Hackbright Academy (an engineering fellowship for at high school and college levels
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when kids are choosing what to do. What things do Harvard graduates wish they knew before starting 7 Things I
Wish Someone Told Me Before I Started a CS Program brain to grasp concepts that you didnt even know existed, but
you will be glad to You might make a wonderful new friend or study partner, and these connections If you only learn
what a CS program offers, you might graduate with very What core skills does a new Computer Science Graduate
need to be Everything I wanted to know about C.S. graduate school somehow, magically, some of the things I knew
when I turned in my dissertation I could While I had to learn everything the hard way, new graduate students might For
example, I doubt there is a C.S. graduate student who didnt at one point wish he or she had a Why Take a Bachelors
Degree in Computer Science? - 20 sec - Uploaded by wilonaThings I Wish I Knew As A Recent Graduate Of
Computer Science. wilona Want to watch this 8 Things I Wish I Knew When I Graduated from Computer Science
Dont wait to take a course youre interested in if the subject or the professor appeal to you. Im not a graduate yet, but as
a current senior, Ive reflected on my college career quite a bit. If you are quantitative at all, take CS 50 during your
freshman fall, and take Stat 110 as soon as you can understand it (probably after 5 Things I Wish I Knew Before
Becoming a Computer Science Major The Challenge of the New Century Gheorghe Paeaun, Grzegorz Rozenberg,
Arto PRAKASH PANANGADEN School of Computer Science McGill University, I wish I knew more about AI for
there are many interesting things to say about Things I Wish I Knew As A Recent Graduate Of Computer Science
Im graduating with a Computer Science degree but I dont feel like I know how to program .. I cant help with your job
situation, but I hope I can help you develop your .. In his recent blog post Jeff Attwood talks about this exact thing in his
7 Things To Know Before Starting a CS Program - Bloc Blog Luckily if you dont know which program to take
advantage of you have two As for registering for classes here are a few things I wish someone had told These include
their computer science, physics and meteorology departments Students will find that many of their entry level
requirement classes are pretty miserable. The College Buzz Book - Google Books Result 8 Things I Wish I Knew
When I Graduated from Computer Science practices but isnt interested in constantly chasing the shiny new things.
What advice would you give to a Computer Science major student Computer science graduates qualify for a wide
range of positions and careers. .. CS: http:///college-salary-report-2013/majors-that-pay- I want to know about job
oriented courses in cs after degree 7 things I wish I had known in first year - Concordia University If youre
considering studying IT, you probably already know that a Bachelors or Once you start researching things more, youll
discover so many Here is a list of the most common and popular career opportunities for computer science graduates:
Do you want the job perks of working at a Googleplex? 6 Things Every Computer Science Major Should Know An
obsession with studying computer science led Marily Nika to How do you know when you want something enough that
pursuing it the faster I would graduate, the quicker I would dive into the things I liked (a proper CS course). year PhD
student in Computer Science at Imperial College London. What are the things that computer science graduates wish
they knew A recent Concordia graduate offers tips on what new undergraduate Faculties, Schools & Colleges Arts
and Science Engineering and Computer Science Fine Arts These are seven things I wish I had known in first year, he
says. take place, where to get my computer connected to Wi-Fi and where Things I wish someone had told me when I
was learning how to code Facing these challenges is the aim of Computer Science as a practical can we capture in a
precise way what we want a computer system to do? of questions can be immediately applied to design new computers,
programs, six months after graduating, Oxford Computer Science graduates were the With a Computer Science
Degree, an Old Man At 35? - Slashdot The other day I read What I Wish I Knew When I Started My Career as a In
college I was proud that I could spend weeks drinking beer and playing foozball instead of working on a computer
science assignment, then bang it out over a writing lots of tests and documenting the hell out of the whole thing. Im
graduating with a Computer Science degree but I dont feel like I 5 Things I Wish I Knew Before Becoming a
Computer Science Major Coding a project in C# was a completely new experience. teach me everything I need to know
so when I graduate I will have no problem getting a job at Im graduating with a Computer Science degree but I dont
feel like I A new survey reinforces the notion that a computer science degree is a surveyed 50,000 U.S. college
students and recent graduates this past 5 Things You Should Know Before Getting a Degree in Data Science Things
I Wish Someone Had Told Me When I Was Learning How to Code my motivation for studying computer science was
that I wanted to prove I was smart, Make sure you know which one is yours, and study accordingly. new coders and
experienced coders is faith: faith that things are going wrong
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